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In the inaugural SEA-PHAGES Bioinformatics semester at Salem State University, we
annotated two phage genomes from the Genome Exchange at the Acintobacteriophage
Database. The phage genomes were selected to provide the optimal training in
developing the curriculum around using the bioinformatics tools provided by the
program. The first phage annotated was the Arthrobacter phage Mordred. Mordred is a
lytic Siphoviridae found in Northampton, MA from a direct isolation. Mordred’s genome
is just over 70 kilobase (kb) pairs and is in the AR cluster. We found the genome to be
very closely related to members of the cluster, with no orphams or unusual annotation
challenges. The second phage was the Mycobacterium phage Hannaconda, a lysogenic
Siphoviridae found in a potted succulent from a Pittsburgh, PA Ikea also from a direct
isolation. Hannaconda is in cluster J, and is over 111 kb. This large genome was
significantly less related to members in cluster J, which is characterized by large
genomes with orphams, mobile genetic elements, intron splicing in capsid proteins, and
tRNAs, all of which provide a much more significant genome annotation challenge. The
online bioinformatics guide, DNA Master, Phamerator and PECAAN were all thoroughly
explored and utilized to complete the annotation of our phirst phage genomes.
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Methods
The SEA-PHAGES program has developed excellent tools for the
annotation of the Actinobacterial phage genomes. There is a well
documented strategy for completing the annotation at Online
Bioinformatics Guide1, beginning with DNA Master which allows
analysis and editing of the FASTA-formatted file of the DNA
sequence and is the vehicle for submission to GenBank. DNA
Master provides initial auto-annotation of coding sequences and
collects NCBI BLAST data as a starting point. The
Actinobacteriophage Database at PhagesDB.org2 is the repository
for all of the discovery and sequence data. It provides rapid local
BLAST analysis of the phage data curated there along with
extensive background information on phage biology. Phamerator3
is a data driven graphical representation of the sequence data
from PhagesDB. It provides comparative genomics analysis of
annotated phage genomes. Finally, PECAAN (Phage Evidence
Collection And Annotation Network)4 is a web-based platform that
draws together multiple analysis tools for genome analysis in an
elegant format for easy annotation.
Science Education Alliance-Phage Hunters Advancing Genomics
and Evolutionary Science (SEA-PHAGES) has given undergraduate
students at more than 150 schools the opportunity to take part in
authentic, accessible research on phages. About 15,000 phages
thus far have been discovered by participating students, and
almost 2,500 have been annotated. This allows students to not
only obtain a wide variety of skills including Bioinformatics
Analysis, it allows the individual student to have the opportunity
to contribute to a broader understanding in bacteriophage
research. Building on basic biology content from other classes, as
well as learning to utilize the bioinformatics tools provided by the
program, students learn to annotate their phage genome with
the goal of submitting to GenBank. These submissions will now
be able to be used for further research on bacteriophage; their
structure, function, evolution, and role in horizontal gene
transfer. The overall goal is to accumulate and learn about as
many phages as possible with the hopes of being able to apply
this to future research and perhaps use in treating antibiotic
resistant bacterial infections through phage therapy.
Mordred, a lytic Arthrobacter bacteriophage in the AR cluster
is 70074 bp long. Hannaconda is a Mycobacterium J cluster
111740 bp temperate phage. Mordred was found to have
111 protein coding sequences (CDS), was closely related to
the phages in the AR cluster, and conformed to customary
organization of capsid proteins in the left arm of the genome,
and control or hypothetical proteins in the right. Temperate
Hannaconda with 238 CDS presented more of an annotation
challenge, reflective of its lysogenic lifestyle. The J cluster
phages have a programmed translational frameshift in the tail
assembly chaperone immediately upstream of tape measure.
Hannaconda also had multiple orphams as well as genes
suggested by the auto-annotation that were not included due
to the lack of supporting data. The first gene that was not
included was between 36 and 37 because it was the only
reverse in a long string of forward genes. The next was in
genes 73-76, a region in the center of the genome near the
integration cassette including Xis (excise) protein, tyrosine
integrase and endonuclease genes. The common lysis
cassette including Lysin A/B and Holin was upstream of the
integration cassette. Finally, the genome had two tRNAs in
the right arm. In other J cluster phages, introns have been
found in capsid and minor tail proteins and have HNH
endonuclease association5, none were located in
Hannaconda; however, there are multiple HNH
endonucleases, and one that co-occurs with a DNA Methylase
gene that could suggest a possible intron. Further work needs
to be done to determining the viability of splicing in a control
protein rather than a capsid protein, as well as the role of the
restriction/modification systems6 and tRNAs and how they
contribute to the success and persistence of the phage in the
host population. To render these temperate phages suitable
for use in phage therapy, they must be engineered to have a
lytic lifestyle that will kill their target antibiotic resistant
hosts. Work in editing the genome is ongoing, using
traditional7 and CRISPR/Cas38 strategies, however, work
should be done to determine the function of the numerous
hypothetical proteins in the right arm of these phage and
their impact on the temperate or lytic life cycle of the phage.
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Lysis Cassette
DNA Methylase
RNA Ligase
DNA Helicase
HNH
DNA Modifying Enzymes
FtsK-like DNA Translocase
Ku-like dsDNA Break-binding Protein
ClpP-like Protease
Membrane Protein
HTH DNA 
Binding Protein
Polynucleotide Kinase
Orpham HNH 
Endonuclease
• Annotation of the lytic phage Mordred (AR) was a great way to get started learning the tools of SEA-PHAGES Bioinformatics and 
required few changes from the auto-annotation.
• Annotation of the temperate phage Hannaconda (J) was more complicated...
GenBank Accession Numbers:
Mordred: MN204499
Hannaconda: MN586029
